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XSINERGIA  is a worldwide company with many investors and entrepreneurs focused on us. We are a team of engineers, product designers, 

marketers and analysts, reuniting our talents to conceptualize and develop innovative and profitable solutions for CRYPTOTRADING. Our objective 

is to provide our community with products to help them build their wealth and reach financial independence and prosperity.

XSINERGIA is headquartered in SPAIN, with trading offices in Malaga. Our goal is to make Crypto Trading accessible to all users regardless of 

age, location, investment, technical knowledge or experience. XSINERGIA is able to process instant payments and withdrawals as well as offering 

appropriated support throughout the entire process. With high-end technology implementation, XSINERGIA ensures secured transactions of Bitcoin 

with easy to use Bitcoin Trading Software, which is integrated with crypto currency API wallet.  We take highly sophisticated investment strategies 

that take away the guesswork and executes transactions automatically on your behalf. You just have to review your balance and manage your 

profits.



Cryptocurrency is widely known as digital currency accepted worldwide, giving you the authority to own 

billions anonymously. Cryptocurrency is now a widely used medium of exchange which is gaining popularity with 

trust. Cryptocurrency being invisible is commonly used for online transactions involving online assets. Some banks 

and other financial institutions also accept cryptocurrency as a mode of payment.  The popularity of 

Cryptocurrency lies in its ambiguity of data. Common advantages of using cryptocurrency is secrecy, 

decentralization and traceability. 

One of the famous and popular Cryptocurrency prevailing in the Market- Bitcoin. Bitcoin is a decentralized 

and can be transferred instantly from one account to another and interests negligible legal observations. Bitcoins 

transactions are transparent and clear hence arduous security protocols are followed to ensure prompt payments. 

Invented by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009, Bitcoin is an open source software. It is not owned by any company 

or person. Its stored in centralized  networks.Transactions are transparent and there are no interventions of banks 

or any other financial companies. Peer to peer transactions happen without much limitations. 
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The exchange of bitcoins in exchange of bitcoins through the blockchain connected network virtually promising a virtual 

money transaction is called Bitcoin trading.

With Bitcoin, the volatile cryptocurrency, is an incredible addition to the finance trading portfolio, helping you to trade even 

when the market is not eventful.

With bitcoin trading, the volatility of the market facilitates high profitability in spilt seconds, without much hassle as 

compared to other financial trade transactions.
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Blockchain is a new and secure way of storing and moving data 

around so that instead of data remaining centralized in a single location, 

it will be distributed throughout a network and held together with the 

help of cryptography.

Cryptocurrency being decentralised, has certain security guidelines 

to be followed that makes it unique and secure for transactions. Thanks 

to block chain technology for offering a hand to ensure the secure 

transactions.

The uniqueness of cryptocurrency is that cryptocurrency ledger is 

published online and visible but it also accommodates the feature to stay 

anonymous while transacting money.



WORLD’S MOST INTELLIGENT CRYPTOCURRENCY PLATFORM

TRADING

XSINERGIA´s most profitable activity is the automated trade. Through this service, the package selected by our users 

will be destined to daily trade through our High-end technology calibrated bots to generate daily profits in cryptocurrencies. 

Our strategies were carefully studied and planned to arrive at a constant positive result guaranteeing our users positive 

earnings.   



TRADING     BOT 
Earn up to 3% daily profits until 

doubling your investment with our 

Automated arbitrage system that 

yields profits for customers based 

on real movements in the cryp-

tocurrency market. Our algorithm 

buys bitcoin when it is cheaper, 

and sells when it is more expensive. 



Ever wanted your own Travel search engine and Fly at the lowet rates? Xsinergia has put together the versatility and 

safty of Crypto to deliver the best TRAVEL SEARCH ENGINE experience. You can use BITCOIN to buy e-pins which you can 

load to your XSINERGIA Travel account and buy the cheapest flights and hotel reservations around the world guaranteeing 

the best price with a minimum saving of 8%. 

You will have access to the most competitive rates offered by each airline, including low-cost ones. Overall, you will 

have the flights of over 500 different airlines at your disposal, more than 500,000 tourist establishments WORLDWIDE. 

BE PART OF XSINERGIA TRAVEL!
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XSINERGIA provides to all its users an 

exclusive internal ecommerce capable of 

serving worldwide. Only our users will have 

access to buy high quality products with 

BITCOIN or using internal balance. 
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In order to facilitate the use of Cryptocurrencies, 

XSINERGIA launches a debit card to receive your 

withdrowals and use it to make purchases around the 

world with your internal balance. 
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XSINERGIA users can choose one of our 

PACKS available to work with BITCOIN 

starting from $100 to $50.000 . All 

withdrawals, payments and purchases are 

made in BITCOIN. Affiliate program is 

available for all XSINERGIA users which may 

nominate new users to the platform who are 

entitled to bonuses making all grow together. 

XSINERGIA EXPERIENCE
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XSINERGIA PACKAGES

START-UP
$100

BEGINNER
$300

ITERMEDIATE

$500

ADVANCED
$1000

PROFESIONAL

$3000

MASTER
$5000

EXECUTIVE
$10000

INVESTOR
$20000

LEGEND
$50000

100 pts 300 pts 500 pts 1000 pts

3000 pts 5000 pts 10000 pts 20000 pts

50000 pts

Earn Up to 3% Daily TRADING profits until 200%.



DIRECT INDICATION

START-UP
$100

BEGINNER
$300

ITERMEDIATE

$500

6% Earnings

ADVANCED
$1000

PROFESIONAL

$3000
MASTER
$5000

EXECUTIVE
$10000

8% Earnings

INVESTOR
$20000

LEGEND
$50000

10% Earnings

Earn from 6% to 10% 

bonus with XSINERGIA´s 

Direct Indication



BINARY

LEGEND
$50000

MASTER
$5000

INVESTOR
$20000

ADVANCED
$1000

PROFESIONAL

$3000

ITERMEDIATE

$500
BEGINNER
$300

START-UP
$100

BEGINNER
$300

ITERMEDIATE

$500

21900 pts LEFT 8800 pts RIGHT

1 point = $1
Always EARN from the LOWER LEG

8800 pts = $8800 * 10%  Your earning will be $880

NO Perfect Binary Allowed 
The BINARY daily limit is YOUR OWN PACKAGE! 



RANK GRADUATION 1 point = $1

RACING CLUB 

1000 pts 5000 pts 10000 pts 25000 pts 50000 pts 100000 pts

500000 pts 1000000 pts 3000000 pts

Bronze Silver Gold Sapphire Ruby Emerald

Diamond Blue Diamond Black Diamond

2 Bronze direct 

to qualify

2 Silver direct 

to qualify

2 Gold direct 

to qualify

2 Sapphire direct 

to qualify

2 Ruby direct 

to qualify

2 Emerald direct 

to qualify

2 Diamond direct 

to qualify

2 Blue Diamond 

direct to qualify

ELITE CLUB 
From EMERALD and on, 

enter ELITE TRAVEL CLUB with 

unique advantages! 

All DIAMONDS are part of 

RACING CLUB which will participate 

in privilege BONUS gifts!



ELITE TRAVEL CLUB MONTHLY BONUS!

Starting from EMERALD RANK 

3% GLOBAL Income distributed among the ELITE CLUB users that will be deposited in 

XSINERGIA TRAVEL accounts to be used in buying flights and hotel reservations all over the 

world! 

START TRAVELLING FOR FREE WITH XSINERGIA EXPERIENCE!
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IPHONE XR

Sapphire Rank BONUS 

Need 2 qualified GOLD to earn this bonus.
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MACBOOK LAPTOP

RUBY Rank BONUS 

Need 2 qualified SAPPHIRE to earn this bonus.
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TRIP FOR 2

EMERALD Rank BONUS 

Need 2 qualified RUBY´s to earn this bonus.º
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RACING CLUB

DIAMOND Rank BONUS 

Need 2 qualified EMERALD to 

earn this bonus.

BLACK DIAMOND Rank BONUS 

Need 2 qualified BLUE DIAMOND 

to earn this bonus.

BLUE DIAMOND Rank BONUS 

Need 2 qualified DIAMOND to 

earn this bonus.

Mercedes Class A Maseratti GT Mercedes Class C
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- Activation fee is $15

- Upgrade fee is $15

- Withdrawal's will open on Fridays, once a week.

- Withdrawal request fee is 6% .

- Minimum Withdrawal, $50  , Maximum Withdrawal will be double of 

users pack value. 

- Payments will be in SPANISH - Madrid Time at 00.00h.

- The BINARY daily limit is YOUR OWN PACKAGE!  If your pack value is 

$ 5000  you will receive in Binary Bonus a maximum of $5000  that day.

- Bonus rating points will accumulate on your small leg.

- Elite Travel Bonus starts on EMERALD and will earn 3% XSINERGIA 

Global Income distributed on all users from Elite Ranks, and will be 

deposited in your XSINERGIA Travel Account.

- Upgrades can only be made by paying the difference amount to your 

own pack.

- If your balance becomes double 200% by trading profits, you will need 

to reinvest your package. 

- Support answer your tickets up to 24 hours after sending.



WORLD’S MOST INTELLIGENT CRYPTOCURRENCY PLATFORM

Diversify your capital and start generating real income every day in automatic. Create your own online business through our products and services 

with high-end technology through the internet.

 

We do not sell dreams. We offer trading solutions programmed to generate a stable return over time and profitable products put together with 

the versatility and safty of Cryptocurrency.
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